Web of Science access to research tools like citation reports and cited reference searching, and personalized features such as saved searches and alerts. Web of Science includes the Social Sciences Citation Index and the Natural Sciences Citation Index. Web of Science indexes ~12,000 scholarly, peer-reviewed journals, from 1976 onward.

**BASIC SEARCH**

Enter search term(s) to search across the source records in the Web of Science Core Collection. Default is to Topic. Change the drop-down menu for other options.

**Cited Reference Search:** Find the articles that cite a person’s work.

**Advanced Search:** Use field tags, Boolean operators, parentheses, and query sets to create your query.

**+More:** Author search | Structure search

**Search operators**

- **AND:** find records with all terms
- **OR:** find records with at least one term
- **NOT:** exclude records from search
- **NEAR/n:** find records within certain number of words of each other (stress NEAR/3 sleep)
- **SAME:** in Address search to find terms in same line as address (Tulane SAME Chem)

**Wild card characters**

- **Truncation:** retrieval of plurals and variant spellings
  - * zero-many characters
  - ? one character
  - $ zero or one character

**Phrase searching**

- Find records with words side-by-side (“energy conservation”).

**Author name**

- Last name first followed by space and up to five initials
- Use truncation and alternative spellings to find name variants.
  - Driscoll C = Driscoll C, Driscoll CM, Driscoll Charles, etc.
  - Driscoll = all authors with last name Driscoll
  - Da la Cruz f* OR Delacrus f* = Delacruz FM, De La Cruz FM, etc.

**SEARCH RESULTS**

Default results: Relevancy

**Sort by:** Date | Times Cited | Usage Count (record of all activity performed by all Web of Science users, not just activity performed by Pacific Users) | More options

**REFINE | FILTER | LIMIT**

Limit your research results by:

- Publication Years
- Associated data: Articles with associated data mention a data set, data study, or data repository in the Data Citation Index that may be accessed for potential re-use.
- Web of Science categories
- Document Types
- Organizations
- Funding Agencies
- Authors
- Open Access
- Languages
- Etc.
ARTICLE ACCESS

Full Text from Publisher: This is a default icon. It does not necessarily mean that you are authorized for access.

Free Full Text from Publisher: the publisher allows open access to the article.

No indication of full-text availability. Click title link for access options.

THE BEST WAY TO ACCESS AN ARTICLE IS TO CLICK THE TITLE LINK!!!!

Total Access@PacificU: Total Access@PacificU is the preferred method for article access. After clicking Total Access@PacificU, you will be redirected to the Libraries website for either online access or Interlibrary Loan requesting.

Look Up Full Text: Links to Google Scholar. Refer to Google Scholar linking handout for article access.

Full Text from Publisher: This is a default icon. It does not necessarily mean that you are authorized for access. Use Total Access@PacificU or Look Up Full Text instead.

Citation Network

- In Web of Science Core Collection
- 14 Times Cited
- Create Citation Alert
- All Times Cited Counts
- 15 in All Databases
- See more counts
- 61 Cited References
- View Related Records

Times Cited: The number of times the article has been cited by other articles within the Web of Science database.

All Times Cited: The vendor has other databases, including BIOSIS Citation Index. All Times Cited included the number of times the article has been cited in all vendor databases.

Cited References: The article’s bibliography.

All are clickable links to the various citations.